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ADDENDUM NO. 1 
 

June 17, 2022

RE: Last Chance Road Forest Health Project 

To be included in “Notice to Contractors, Instructions to Bidders, and Contract Documents” for 
the Last Chance Road Forest Health Project 
 

To Whom It May Concern, 

Please see the attached Addendum No. 1 for the Last Chance Road Forest Health Project. 

The following are answers to new questions: 

 

1. How low should stumps be cut? For trees less than 20 inches at diameter at breast height, 
stumps shall measure six inches in height or less. For trees greater than 20 inches at diameter at 
breast height, stumps shall measure twelve inches in height or less. 

2. How large should landings be? The landowner (Big Creek Lumber) has requested a change 
from the 1-acre landings called out in the Project Specifications to approximately ½ acre. If 
materials exceed space available in 9 predetermined deck locations, RCD staff will identify 
additional landing areas.  

3. Will there be a change order to move logs from one deck to another? Yes, if preidentified 
landing areas are changed or added during the project. 

4. Out of 27 acres, what percentage is expected to be handwork? It is expected that 
approximately 2 acres of handwork to be completed. Material in the handwork areas will be 
treated to the project specifications, hand processed by a chipper. RCDSCC reserves the right to 
reasonably adjust handwork treatments.   

5. Is it prevailing wage? Yes. It is expected that most of this project will be the landscape 
maintenance and tree maintenance determination. There may be additional prevailing wage rates 
toed to specific tasks, such as traffic control or road repair. 

6. Can the chips be hauled off site: Due to the permitting of the project, there are no 
commercialization capabilities and bids shall be made based off the project specifications, such 
that, all materials will be left within the project site. 

7. Are follow up project tours available? No, due to the nature of the RCD’s bid process, we are 
unable to formally host any additional tours. Bids will not be considered from Contractors who 
are not represented at the initial meeting on June 13th. Additionally, as the project is on private 
property and is on a locked, private road, we are unable to provide a gate code until under 
contract to with the successful bidder. 

8. Do all Contractors need to be on the RCD’s pre-qualified list? No, bidders do not need to 
submit to the RCD’s Informal Request for Qualifications to submit a bid. This list is how we are 
collecting potential contractors’ information that want to be informed of future bids. Contractors 
will need to comply with all other eligibility requirements.  

9. Can Contractors without either a Class C-61/D-49 or Licensed Timber Operator 
classification be eligible to bid? Contractors must have the appropriate license classification for 
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the work described in the Construction Contract for Last Chance Road Forest Health Project 
which are expected to be either a Class C-61/D-49 or Licensed Timber Operator classification. 

 

The following are questions from the bid tour that can be found in the Construction Contract for Last 
Chance Road Forest Health Project, but answers have been included here for reference: 

 

1. What happens if project is delayed due to excessive bird nests in project area? We will 
notify all bidders and postpone until nesting season is over, which is October 1. We will do 
weekly bird nest surveys of areas to be treated each week as well and flag and buffer found nests. 

2. Up to what size material must be chipped? Trees up to 24 inches in diameter may be chipped 
in place with a track chipper if the chip depth specification and location requirements can be met. 
Chip depths are up to 4 inches. 

3. What are specs for log decks? Log decks should be in predetermined locations marked on map 
and made approximately 10’ high. Visibility from the road should be minimized as much as 
possible. Logs should be decked on as flat of an area as possible for safety as they will be left 
there long-term. 

4. What percent of material can be left as is? Any trees with any green canopy shall be left in 
place. Dead, standing trees with pink flagging have been marked for habitat retention and can 
also be left in place. Large logs on the ground may be left if they are already decaying and 
crumbling. Log lengths may be no longer than 40 feet and no shorter than 8 feet. Large logs shall 
remain in place where feasible unless they create a significant fire hazard and shall be separated 
by at least 10 feet from any other logs, never leaving more than 5, 40-foot logs per acre 

5. What is the significance of the road? Last Chance Road is the main artery for the Last Chance 
community. It is a private road with many spur roads and the total network is over 25 miles long. 
It runs from Swanton Road to Ridgetop Road near Big Basin and dissects the Waddell Creek and 
Scott Creek watersheds. The area was heavily impacted by the 2020 August CZU Fire and some 
community members are rebuilding. The project must allow access on the road at all times.  

6. Will material at landings be used for other purposes? The permit does not allow any 
commercialization of material. All material decked at landings are expected to be constructed in a 
manor where they can be left for a long period of time.  

7. Is masticator use limited? No, we aren’t limited equipment use for the project. Masticator head 
would be useful in some areas for smaller materials. Contractor should identify all proposed 
equipment use in bid. Some areas should be left and not masticated for restoration purposes.  

8. Do all downed trees have to be moved to log decks? All dead and downed trees will be 
delimbed and decked. Limbs will be chipped. Large logs shall remain in place where feasible 
unless they create a significant fire hazard and shall be separated by at least 10 feet from any 
other logs, never leaving more than 5, 40-foot logs per acre. Some but not all downed logs should 
be moved to log decks. Some may be left in place for habitat, especially if decay has begun. 
Minimize skid distances as much as possible.  

9. Is rehabilitation required for skid trails? Skid trails used should be rehabilitated before 
October 15, 2022. If project gets pushed back into wet season, berms and water bars will be 
needed. Chipped material should be broadcast back on to skid roads and landing areas to control 
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erosion. If you create roads in steep areas, put a water bar in (will require bucket, blade or scraper 
attachment.) 

10. How do the two road crossings on Last Chance Road need to be armored? Contractors have 
responsibility for impacts to Last Chance Road during the project. Most operations should be off-
road but there are two road crossing areas identified by RCD staff for the project. The road must 
be always passable by community members. Contractors may use trench plates to armor the road 
from damage. Other methods for preventing damage to the road may be acceptable. Contractors 
may temporarily block road (with traffic control) but shouldn’t block the road for more than 20 
minutes or so.  

11. Is traffic control needed daily? Last Chance Road must remain open to local traffic at all times. 
the contractor will be responsible for traffic control as needed to safely conduct tree removal 
operations. Contractors do not need CA Flagger Card. 

12. Is equipment safe if left onsite overnight? Yes. The community is excited and happy about the 
project. There aren’t many people currently living up there, perhaps 25 fulltime residents.  

13. Do root balls need to be removed? No. Root balls may be left, remove bole to log deck only. 
Some may be left with entire log as habitat. Root balls will not be taken offsite.  

14. Can chips be shot out past the 100’ treatment perimeter? Yes. 
15. Can chip depth be changed to be deeper? Chips will be spread only on pre-disturbed sites, such 

as roads and trails and staging areas, can be spread in the treatment area if needed. Chip depths 
will not exceed depths of 4 inches in any area and chips shall also be cast in a manner to avoid 
regenerating Monterey pine where feasible. We are in discussion with permitting agency if this 
can be modified, we will send out a subsequent addendum if a modification is possible. 

16.  If masticators are used, can they take stumps all the way down? Yes. Since the slopes are 
gentle in the treatment area root balls do not need to be left in place for erosion purposes.  

17. What invasives are most concerning? French broom is the main concern. The project should 
minimize the spread of French broom seeds and plants as much as possible. Arrive with clean 
equipment, shoes and gear to the worksite. Follow specs outlined in project description to prevent 
seed dispersal.  

18. What should be done with broom during the project? This phase doesn’t call for removal or 
herbicide treatment of the French broom. Minimize disturbance and spread of broom and seeds. If 
you must chip it, broadcast it to the same area it was at.  

19. Why is the treatment area 100’ on each side? 100’ is a little beyond striking distance for most 
trees and also met the needs of the grant. The treatment area size will maximize safety for the 
Last Chance community and also make the regenerating stand of Monterey pines healthier and 
reduce future fire threats.  

20. Is 100’ measured from the road centerline? Yes. 
21. Do contractors have to cut down stumps from previous tree removal work to specs? Yes.  
22. Will work be done on excessively steep slopes over 40%? No, only work on slopes under 40%.  
23. Can contractors fix road instead of using trench plates? Yes, if they prefer to. The road must 

remain passable at all times of the day. Not all residents may have a four-wheel drive vehicle. 
Integrity of the road must be maintained. Contractors will be held accountable for road damage 
caused by treatment activities. 

24. What is considered a green tree? If tree has any green canopy, leave it in place. Project 
manager will be in field and can advise on trees in question. Some trees have green canopy now 
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but may be browning by summer and could then be removed per treatment specs. Example of tree 
with green canopy that shall be left in place below. 

25. What fire suppression equipment is needed? The Contractor will have fire tools available on-
site during operations for firefighting purposes per PRC 4428. Fire suppression equipment 
required is listed in the bid document and includes a 500-gal water tank, backpack pump, shovel, 
McLeod, etc. A full list of appropriate fire suppression equipment can be found in the 
Construction Contract for Last Chance Road Forest Health Project, Exhibit C: Project 
Specifications, Fire Safety section, page 31.  

26. Who calls the workday off? Work may be called off by the contractor or the RCD. Work will be 
called off on red flag warning days. Contractor may call the workday off for any reason. If more 
than 30% rain is predicted for a 24-hour period, mechanized work will be called off but crews 
may perform handwork (this spec to protect red legged frogs that may be moving around in wet 
conditions.) 

27. Is the entire work area on 40% or less slopes? Work is expected to occur in areas less than 
40% slope, the project area averages approximately 20%.  

28. What are the size specs for any logs left in place? No longer than 40’ and no shorter than 8’. 
RCD project manager may make exceptions. At least 10’ of spacing needed between any downed 
logs to remain in treatment area. Don’t create jackpots for future fires.  

29. How to tell where the 100’ is? You may measure it and use the Avenza map. Measurement of 
100ft is not horizontal, it’s from road center. Measure to centerline DBH of any tree in question.  

30. What is maintenance plan? Use PSA to monitor regeneration of the Monterey pine trees and 
thin, weed, promote growth in the future.  

31. What is project start date? Soonest possible is July 11th since RCD Board needs to approve 
selected contractor.  

Bid Walk Attendee Contact Info Sheet 

John Morley Ecological Concerns 
Inc. 

jmorley@ecologicalconcerns.com 831-750-9969 

Krystle Reneer, 
Chris Klingele, Ona 
Weinert 

Brush Hog Tree Care office@brushhogtreecare.com 650-400-7280 

Justin Heilmann Helix Environmental JustinH@helixepi.com 916-844-8646 

Ryan Bellanca Bella WFS Ryan@bellaforestry.com 530-718-0167 

Steve Ary Hanford ARC s.ary@hanfordarc.com, 
c.orme@hanfordarc.com 

707-975-3061 

Travis Evans Davey Tree Travis.evans@davey.com 408-309-7088 

Cory Thompson Davey Tree Cory.thomson@davey.com 707-481-1279 

Steve Barnes Steve Barnes 
Excavation 

sbsuperduty@gmail.com 510-415-4837 
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Please contact Matt Abernathy at (408) 355-3137 or mabernathy@rcdsatancruz.org if you have any 
questions or comments. 

Thank you, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matt Abernathy 
Forest Health and Wildfire Resiliency Program Specialist 
Resource Conservation District of Santa Cruz County 
mabernathy@rcdsantacruz.org 
www.rcdsantacruz.org 
Office: (831) 464-2950 extension 28 
Cell: (408) 355-3137 

 

END OF ADDENDUM 


